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The Walkerflex System: Tougher, more flexible, easier to install.

If you need a smart, flexible way to handle power delivery in open-space environments, you need the Walkerflex Access Floor Wiring System. With 20 years of experience in underfloor wiring, we've redesigned the Walkerflex system to give you more: More flexibility. More performance. And more convenient installation than ever before.

With standard cable, standardized connectors, larger capacity junction boxes with a smaller footprint, improved connector design, home run cables and more, a Walkerflex Access Floor Wiring System is the ideal answer for commercial, education, government, healthcare or amusement applications.

Modular flexibility, end to end. The new Walkerflex Access Floor Wiring System is all about modularity and flexibility. Cable sets can be plugged end to end, without extra couplings, for faster installation with fewer parts. We also offer home run cables, factory wired to the distribution boxes or shipped ready for field installation, to provide true modularity.

An easier, safer, smarter connector design. Our new Walkerflex connectors feature a clamshell design made from a glass reinforced, high impact, low-smoke nylon material that’s UL approved for use in handling spaces and raised floor plenums. The lighter plastic connectors also have a flat head, making them easier to hold and handle, reducing installation time on the jobsite.

Boxes that handle more power in less space. Our boxes now have a smaller footprint for greater installation flexibility. And as you'd expect, Walkerflex distribution boxes are built tough, with galvanized 14-gauge steel and tamper-proof cover screws. The covers also overlap the connector housings to prevent damage to wire connectors during construction and beyond. Available with from 4 to 12 connection points, boxes are equipped with terminal blocks and labels to identify the circuit number and the corresponding plug location. All boxes are UL listed.

Improved pin alignment. The pinned plug is the first to mate and last to break for greater safety. Better pin alignment also creates tighter, worry-free connections with no possibility of "push back." You can even hear a snap when the cable is connected—so you've got a secure connection.

Uses MC cable. Walkerflex systems now use standard, rather than custom, MC steel cable. That means lead times are shorter. Conductors are also stranded for greater flexibility with modular cables. Available in 3 to 10-wire configurations and 12 or 10 gauge (cable sets and extender cables only).

Connect with more performance. If you need greater performance and greater flexibility for open-space environments, you need the Walkerflex Access Floor Wiring System. Visit www.wiremold.com for details. Or contact your Wiremold® Sales Representative.
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